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is a small software application designed specifically for helping you modify the time attributes of files and folders using batch processing operations. The advantages of being portable Since this is a portable program, it is important to mention that it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows Registry. You can copy it on any USB
flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever you need to alter the time attributes of files and directories on the breeze, without having to go through installation steps. Straightforward looks You are welcomed by a clean feature lineup that allows you to add items in the working environment using the built-in browse
function or drag-and-drop support. Plus, you can check out details about each item added to the list, such as filename, creation date, status, as well as date when the file or folder was last modified and visited. Main features ModifyFileTime gives you the possibility to build up a list with the files and folders that you want to
process in a batch mode. You can alter the creation, modification, and accessed date, as well as time. Additionally, you can delete files and directories from the list or clear the entire workspace with just one click, and refresh data. Performance Tests have shown that ModifyFileTime carries out a task quickly and without errors. It
leaves a minimal footprint on system resources, so the overall performance of the computer is not hampered. Bottom line To sum things up, ModifyFileTime proves to be a reliable file management application that comprises handy features for helping you change the time attributes of files and folders, and is suitable for all types
of users, regardless of their experience level. ModifyFileTime Description: is a small software application designed specifically for helping you modify the time attributes of files and folders using batch processing operations. The advantages of being portable Since this is a portable program, it is important to mention that it
doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows Registry. You can copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever you need to alter the time attributes of files and directories on the breeze, without having to go through installation steps. Straightforward looks You are welcomed by a clean feature lineup
that allows you to add items in the working environment using the built-in browse function or drag-and-drop support.
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7 Features Of This Software That Make You Believe That It Is The Best Software You Have Ever Used 1. It is a portable software So what makes the software a portable software? It is the fact that it does not leave any traces in the Windows Registry, this means that you will not find that any change happened to the data, unless
you ask for it manually. So it takes up the lowest possible space on your computer that is why it is so appropriate when you want to operate a large number of files. 2. The usefulness that it brings to you This software allows you to add files and folder that you want to process in a batch mode so that you can modify the time
attributes, e.g. creator, modification date, and the time the file was last modified and the time the file was visited. It is so you are able to easily change the time attributes of files and folders, and therefore, you will be able to keep your computer in a working order. 3. Fast to operate This software is so efficient in carrying out the
change in the time attributes, it usually takes only a minute to carry out the operation, the more files and folders, the better your experience will be. 4. It is a portable software It is so lightweight that it can be easily carried out on any USB flash drive and also you do not have to go through any installation process which means
that it will not take up any space on your computer, and this is the reason that it is so appropriate when you want to operate a large number of files. 5. Easy to understand No matter what kind of knowledge, if you do not have any idea on how to operate the software, it will be easier for you to operate the software without having
to go through extra challenges. You just have to browse the software in the Explorer and just drag-and-drop the files and folders you want to use to the window. 6. Easy to operate This software is so easy to operate. You just have to go through the process of adding the files and folders you want to process, modify the time
attributes of them, and delete them if you want. 7. Simplicity It is so simple to operate, that even if you are not a tech-savvy person, you are still able to easily go through the process of altering the files and folders that you want to process. Module 3 – Tools b7e8fdf5c8
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ModifyFileTime is a small software application designed specifically for helping you modify the time attributes of files and folders using batch processing operations. The advantages of being portable Since this is a portable program, it is important to mention that it doesn't leave any traces in the Windows Registry. You can copy
it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever you need to alter the time attributes of files and directories on the breeze, without having to go through installation steps. Straightforward looks You are welcomed by a clean feature lineup that allows you to add items in the working environment using the
built-in browse function or drag-and-drop support. Plus, you can check out details about each item added to the list, such as filename, creation date, status, as well as date when the file or folder was last modified and visited. Main features ModifyFileTime gives you the possibility to build up a list with the files and folders that you
want to process in a batch mode. You can alter the creation, modification, and accessed date, as well as time. Additionally, you can delete files and directories from the list or clear the entire workspace with just one click, and refresh data. Performance Tests have shown that ModifyFileTime carries out a task quickly and without
errors. It leaves a minimal footprint on system resources, so the overall performance of the computer is not hampered. Bottom line To sum things up, ModifyFileTime proves to be a reliable file management application that comprises handy features for helping you change the time attributes of files and folders, and is suitable for
all types of users, regardless of their experience level. This is a very small application that allows you to change the time attributes of files and folders on the breeze, while leaving a minimal footprint in the system. The program offers several commendable features, including the ability to remove files, folders, and the entire list
of files and folders on the selected drive or hard drive at the click of a button. You can configure the program to set the time attributes of files and folders according to the system clock, rather than a predefined time. You are welcome by a clean, straightforward user interface, which offers a list of files and directories from which
you can choose to include or exclude for alteration. Performance Tests have shown that ModifyFileTime carries out a task quickly and without errors, even on computers with really small memory

What's New In?

1. ModifyFileTime is a small software application designed specifically for helping you modify the time attributes of files and folders using batch processing operations. 2. The advantages of being portable 3. Since this is a portable program, it is important to mention that it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows Registry. 4. You
can copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever you need to alter the time attributes of files and directories on the breeze, without having to go through installation steps. 5. Straightforward looks 6. You are welcomed by a clean feature lineup that allows you to add items in the working
environment using the built-in browse function or drag-and-drop support. 7. Plus, you can check out details about each item added to the list, such as filename, creation date, status, as well as date when the file or folder was last modified and visited. 8. Main features 9. ModifyFileTime gives you the possibility to build up a list
with the files and folders that you want to process in a batch mode. You can alter the creation, modification, and accessed date, as well as time. Additionally, you can delete files and directories from the list or clear the entire workspace with just one click, and refresh data. 10. Performance 11. Tests have shown that
ModifyFileTime carries out a task quickly and without errors. It leaves a minimal footprint on system resources, so the overall performance of the computer is not hampered. 12. Bottom line 13. To sum things up, ModifyFileTime proves to be a reliable file management application that comprises handy features for helping you
change the time attributes of files and folders, and is suitable for all types of users, regardless of their experience level. ]]> Google, Bing, Cortana, Wowza, ESXi, VLC and VMware vRealize Orchestrator
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System Requirements For ModifyFileTime:

- OpenGL 3.1. - 480p, 720p, 1080p, or 1080p (full) resolution. - 1208 x 720 pixels resolution or higher is required. - A DirectX9-compatible graphics card. - At least 128 MB of video RAM is required. - At least 1.2 GB of free hard drive space is required. - At least 256MB of RAM is required. - A multi-core processor is recommended. -
A broadband internet connection.
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